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THE TWO HUNDRED AND THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNCIL, BEING
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016
At the end of 2016 the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle upon Tyne had 612 individual
members, including 32 people elected this year, 91 institutional subscribers, and
exchanged its journal with 41 other institutions.
Members enjoyed a varied programme of activities throughout 2016, which reflected the
wide breadth of interests among members. The monthly meetings were well-attended,
and several lectures drew attention to the anniversaries occurring in 2016, including the
Jarrow March, the Spanish Civil War and the tercentenary of the birth of Lancelot
‘Capability’ Brown. Walks and country meeting featured Roman, medieval, Georgian
and industrial themes.
Neither insular nor exclusive, the Society continued its deep involvement in the cultural
life of the region and beyond. The Northumbrian Minstrelsy Concert at The Sage in June
drew public attention to our extensive musical heritage. The new Eighteenth Century
Study Group, working with Explore, continued their digitisation and transcription of the
Poll Book and the Northumberland 1771 Flood Book. After a successful application to
the Heritage Lottery Fund, work will begin shortly on a new project Unlocking the
Archives, which will enable Society members and the wider public to get involved in
exploring the Society’s precious archives. An eighteenth-century study day in October
strengthened the Society’s growing interests in this period.
The Society’s collections and activities continue to attract scholars and inform the public
through displays at the Great North Museum: Hancock, loans to national museums and to
exhibitions. Our extensive library supports the work of Newcastle University researchers
and students, as well as members. The cataloguing of our archive collections at
Woodhorn has revealed many new sources to researchers.
As usual, much selfless work has gone into the latest volume of Archaeologia Aeliana,
under the stewardship of a new Editor and the Production Editor, publishing new high
quality research. Work continues to prepare the Proceedings of the Society and earlier
volumes of Archaeologia Aeliana for online access.
Within the region the Society is active in many developments, including the Newcastle
Intellectual Heritage Group, Tyne and Wear Archives and Museums, Woodhorn, and the
Heart of the City Partnership, which has taken over management of Newcastle Castle and
Black Gate. Members have contributed their expertise to conferences, planning bodies
and many community organisations.
The range of work and activities undertaken by the Society requires careful planning and
co-ordination not only by the elected officers and council but more especially by many
dedicated volunteers on its committees and by individual members who contribute in
manty ways. Anyone who can contribute time, ideas or expertise, for example helping in
the office at busy times, the library, with publicity, organising activities or representing
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the Society at events, is welcome to get in touch, via the office or through contact with
any committee or Council member.
Deaths notified:
The Society learned with great sadness of the death of the following members in 2016
(date of election in brackets):
Mr John Thornborrow

(27/01/60)

Mr Geoffrey Briggs

(25/01/61)

Mr Jack Slade

(09/10/69)

Frank Whitehead

(24/02/65)

Mr John Almond

(26/01/77)

Miss Stella Clark

(30/11/83)

Mr Steve Speak

(30/08/89)

Mrs Ann White

(30/11/96)

THE LIBRARY
Nothing out of the ordinary has happened during the year. Visits by Society members,
though not formally recorded, seem to have reduced, but use of the library by others,
especially students and postgraduates, has increased. In addition a number of visits
arranged by Ian Bower, GNM librarian, have been well attended. We also had a small
party of American visitors in September arranged by an American member and I have
seen a number of non-members by appointment. Consultation of the Society’s books, in
particular Archaeologia Aeliana and books on architecture and on the Roman Wall has
been frequent, and there is a growing interest in our “tracts” which include booklets,
pamphlets, newspaper cuttings and general ephemera.
Borrowing of books by members, a few special requests and interlibrary loans amounted
to 367 items, 170 periodicals and 197 monographs, slightly down on previous years.
54 new books have been added, 25 of which were by donation from the following: I.
Bower, M.E. Braithwaite, D. Breeze, G. Briggs (bequest), M.N Coates, P. Coppack,
Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society, J. Dickson, C.A.
Ellwood, A. Fowler, B. Gubbins, A. Parkin, D. Peel, J. Proctor, L. Turnbull, C.
Waddington. In addition we received 33 books and some issues of journals by bequest
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from Stephen Speak. There was also a bequest from Dr G. Briggs of his slides which
include many dated views of buildings from the 1960s onwards. These are presently
being listed and digital copies made. A list of all these books will be found on the
website.
Extra space in the library has been created by the transfer of Scandinavian journals pre2000 to the library stores. I wish to thank the following members for their assistance in
the library – Mike Barke, Howard Cleeves, Ann Craven, Peter Nicol, Eric Waites and in
particular our professional librarian Ian Bower. The library remains open 10am to 4pm
term time and 1pm to 4pm during vacations.
Denis Peel, Honorary Librarian

THE COLLECTIONS
This year has largely been spent in tidying up administrative matters. A new Collections
Policy has been prepared for the bagpipe collection in advance of museum accreditation
renewal whilst a new Acquisition and Disposals Policy has been approved for the
archaeological collections and an Archaeological Archive Deposition Policy is being
drafted.
Approval has been given for a clock wheel-cutting machine to be loaned to an exhibition
in Northallerton, in summer 2017, of clocks made in the Vale of York and northern
Yorkshire dales. This fascinating item was donated to the Society by William Cocks in
1931 and first loaned to Bowes Museum before being transferred to our collection at
Beamish Museum in 1970.
Acquisitions this year have been few but all of great interest. 2016.1 is one of the new
plastic £5 notes along with an explanatory leaflet issued by the National Westminster
Bank. The acquisition of these items reminds us that the Society’s Coin Collection is not
static but strives to continue to represent the coinage of the realm throughout history.
2016.2 is a medieval gold finger ring, dating to 1300-1500, with an inset crystal, found at
East Ord. 2016.3 is a silver annular brooch from Hartburn which was made from a Long
Cross penny of Henry III, struck in the 1250s. The brooch was made by removing the
central portrait of the coin whilst retaining the outer ring that bears the inscription. The
obverse inscription reads: hENRICVS REX III; the reverse inscription reads:
WIL/LEM/ON C/ANT. 2016.4 is a medieval silver livery badge from Ford. Dating to
AD 1200-1400, the badge takes the shape of the bouge (a heraldic symbol of a yoke used
for the carrying of water by pack horses). This was a symbol used by the Roos family, of
Helmsley, during the 13th century, as well as the Lokey family. These three donations
were all found by metal detectorists and subject to Treasure Trove; the gold finger ring
was purchased by the Society whilst the two silver objects were both donated to the
museum.
Lindsay Allason-Jones
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REPORT ON THE SOCIETY’S COLLECTION FROM WOODHORN MUSEUM
AND NORTHUMBERLAND ARCHIVES 2016
Accessions
We have been pleased to add the following to our collections of archives at Woodhorn:
NRO 11074 Proceedings series 4, volume 10, parts 7, 8 and 10
NRO 11159 Transparencies of archaeological sites Northumberland which have come to
us from the estate of the late Colin Burgess.
NRO 11199 six rolled maps, also from the estate of the late Colin Burgess
NRO 11303 Records of the Society’s Research Committee
Research
246 items belonging to the Society were used by researchers whilst permission was given
for the reproduction in publications of 20 items.

RESEARCH
The Society remains committed to funding high quality archaeological and historical
research in the region. Although the sums available for research grants are small, they
can often be useful as pump-primers to access larger sums. Members are asked to spread
the word that sums up to £1000 are available annually; applications should be sent to the
Secretary by 30 November.
Lindsay Allason-Jones

ACTIVITIES
During 2016 the members of the Activities Committee were, as in previous years,
diligently working away behind the scenes to provide the membership of this Society a
multifarious programme of: indoor meetings (listed below); country meetings; summer
and country walks; the Anniversary Meeting Social event (in the Wood Memorial Hall,
upstairs in the Mining Institute); and the annual President’s Evening.
The indoor meetings were, yet again, well attended with the lecture theatre at the Mining
Institute often filled to capacity for the well-received talks. These reflected the wide
range of members’ interests, being archaeological, historical or architectural (and
sometimes all three at the same time) and covering periods from prehistory to the early
20th century.
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Our two country meetings – to Temple Newsam House and Gardens in May, and to the
medieval moated manor of Markenfield Hall, near Ripon – were very well attended and
enjoyed by all who came along, as were the various summer walks and country walks.
The Anniversary Meeting Social event continued to be well supported after the January
meeting. It offers the opportunity to catch up and chat with old friends and colleagues,
but it is also a chance for new members to meet us ‘old hands’ and to introduce
themselves (and we to them). Please continue to make them welcome.
The Committee was without a Social Secretary in 2016 due to the ill-health of Marion
Whyte, who has subsequently left the Society and we wish her all the best for the future.
The President’s Evening was therefore organised by the author of this report and aided by
other Committee and Society members, the latter more especially in respect of promoting
the event. Thus, despite what felt like hasty organisation on my part, a select group of
members attended St Mary’s Heritage Centre, Oakwellgate (in that place once described
as ‘a dirty back lane leading to Newcastle’ – Gateshead) in June. Volunteer guide (and
Society member) Lawrence Bryson provided us with an excellent history and outline tour
of this superb Grade 1 listed building (a heritage centre since 2008). Indeed, the author of
this report can remember excavating within the ruins of this church in the early 1990s.
Its subsequent transformation from ruin to auction house, and then to the current visitor
facility, is a credit to Gateshead and a prime example of what can be done with redundant
structures. Whilst there was a low turn-out overall it was still an enjoyable evening, and I
was reminded by a long-serving member that this event was primarily for the
membership to socialise and not just an opportunity to visit a venue not previously seen
before. Thus with this in mind this annual gathering has been re-named the Summer
Social Event.
Due to managerial staff change at the GNM: Hancock, the Society’s Family Picnic was
not held in 2016. We will be reviewing the viability of this event for the future and
something similar but different may return in coming years.
Towards the end of the year it was suggested that the Membership Committee merge with
Activities and this came to be, after agreement by Council. Thus we welcomed the
members of that committee to ours in October. And, finally, as Chair I would like to
thank all of the Committee for their continuing hard work and also the other Society
members who helped out in 2016 as well.
Graeme Stobbs
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INDOOR MEETINGS IN 2016
27 January Anniversary meeting
Matt Perry: “Commemorating the Jarrow Crusade: why the Crusade remains relevant
today”
24 February
Roz Southey: “'A good night's entertainment: music in 18th century Newcastle”
30 March
Jonathan Bush: “Hidden Gems: The Manuscripts and Rare Books in Ushaw College
Library”
27 April AGM
Andrew Fletcher: "The Cosmos, Kant and Thomas Wright of Durham"
25 May
Greg Finch: “Owners and agents; Managing a large lead business in the 18th century
Northeast”
29 June
Philippa Walton: “Gifts to the Gods: interpreting the Romano-British finds assemblage
from the River Tees at Piercebridge”
27 July
David McGlade: “Hadrian’s Wall Path and the Roman Wall; your heritage in our hands”
31 August
Paul Gething: “Bradford Kaims, a prehistoric landscape”
28September
Lewis Mates: "From Tyneside to Fratricide: north-easterners in the Spanish civil war"
26 October Public Lecture
Nick Owen: “Kirkharle, Rothley and Alnwick - The three Northumberland landscapes of
Capability Brown”
30 November
Eric Cambridge: “ ‘Worthy of the true genius of architecture': John Dobson's Design for
Newcastle Central Station”
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PUBLICATIONS
Archaeologia Aeliana
The 2016 volume has a wide range of papers, carefully edited for the press by Jenny
Proctor, who has succeeded Humphrey Welfare as Editor. Working closely with the
production editor Roger Fern, Jenny has applied the same rigorous standards for
Archaeologia Aeliana, and between them they will have produced an outstanding volume
for which the Society is most grateful. The 2017 volume is in an advanced state of
preparation.
.
Internet publishing
Copies of the entire run of Proceedings have almost all been digitised and we look
forward to seeing them when ADS put them on their website. Digitisation of
Archaeologia Aeliana 5th series continues apace and Roger Fern will soon have
preliminary files of most volumes of the journal ready to go online.
During the course of 2015, the committee decided to set up a working party to develop a
strategy for online publications. That has become a new committee which is now ready to
begin its deliberations.
News Bulletin
Of the 510 members for whom we have email addresses, three hundred are now receiving
the News Bulletin digitally, including a number of overseas subscribers. Coincidentally
272 get the regular e-circular but they are mostly local, since it covers events in the North
East Region. The News Bulletin has been redesigned to make it more readable in its
digital version, and pictures are now in full colour rather than black and white.
Website
The digitisation and transcription of the 1771 Flood Papers and the 1780/84 Poll Book,
two important documents from our archives, has been a major project undertaken in cooperation with Explore Lifelong Learning programme. The digitised images of both and
the full transcriptions are on our website are now there, along with explanatory notes.
Work is now continuing in two directions. Volunteers have assisted with a project at the
University of Newcastle to digitise and transcribe two earlier Poll Books, as a pilot for a
much larger database. A grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund is also being used to
digitise three more volumes from our archives, and the plan is that they and their
transcriptions will go on our website in due course
The committee wishes to record its thanks to Sue Ward who has invested considerable
effort and applied creative thought to both the Bulletin and website, and to the group of
volunteers who have worked with her.
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Roman Wall Handbook
The Handbook is now available from Archaeology Plus (full details on the website). As
the Handbook is now 10 years old, the committee will keep this item on its agenda with a
view to future updating.
Small publications
The small publication on Newcastle Blackfriars is still on hold for the time being. A
guided walk through Newcastle’s classical orders of architecture is still awaiting
completion.
Finally, thanks to members of the committee for all their efforts and continued support.
T
Alan Beale

REPRESENTATIVES ON OUTSIDE BODIES
The Archive Consultative Committee of Northumberland Archives
The Committee met three times in 2016. The committee discussed the composition of the
committee and a list of potential new members is being prepared. Concern was expressed
that the Woodhorn Trustees had at present no regular contact with the committee and it
was suggested that when the new Woodhorn director is in post he/she should attend
meetings and report back to the Trustees. It was also suggested that the ACC meet
quarterly with meetings to fit the Trustees timetable.
The archives are continuing with project work; The Stannington Project has finished
successfully with a play being broadcast on Radio 4 in October. The Manorial
documents register is progressing well. A Heritage Lottery bid to research flood papers
relating to the Durham side of the River Tyne, Hexham bridge and Hexhamshire wills has
been successful. The archives used in the Society’s 200th anniversary exhibition have led
to the formation of a successful Eighteenth Century Study Group and a greater awareness
of the historical importance of the Society’s archive collection. Berwick Record Office is
operating out of the library in Walkergate but plans are in train to create a heritage hub in
the Barracks.
Sally Bird
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THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
OFFICERS AND COUNCIL FOR 2016
PRESIDENT:

R. M. Pears, BA, PhD, DMS, DipILM, FHEA, FSA

PAST-PRESIDENTS:

Professor N. McCord, BA, PhD, DUniv, FRHistS
Professor R. N. Bailey, OBE, MA, PhD, FSA
Mrs. D. B. Charlton, BA, FSA
Mrs. G. McCombie, BA, FSA
Professor D. J. Breeze, OBE, BA, PhD, Hon DLitt, FRSE, FSA, Hon FSAScot, Hon MCIfA
Miss L. Allason-Jones, OBE, BA, MLitt, FSA, FMA, FRSA
D. Cutts, BA

VICE-PRESIDENTS:

N. Hodgson, MA, PhD, FSA
Ms S. Ward, MA
W. B. Griffiths, BA, FSA
Ms R. B. Serdiville, BA

SECRETARY:

N. Hodgson, MA, PhD, FSA

TREASURER:

S. D. Pallett, MA, ACA
EDITOR:

Ms J. Proctor, MA, MCIfA

LIBRARIAN:

D. Peel, BSc
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KEEPER OF COLLECTIONS:

Miss L. Allason-Jones, OBE, BA, MLitt, FSA, FMA, FRSA

COUNCIL:

Ms P. Allen, JP, MA
A. J. Beale, BA
Mrs. K. M. Bibby-Wilson, BA, FNLS
H. N. Cleeve, BSc, MEd
R. Collins, MA, PhD, FSA
R. W. Fern, BA
J. F. Griffiths, MA
Professor I. P. Haynes, BA, DPhil, FSA, FSAScot
D. H. Heslop, BA, FSA
Ms F. C. McIntosh, BA, MLitt, PhD
G. C. Stobbs, BA, MLitt, ACIfA
Mrs. F. Thompson
H. Welfare, BA, MPhil, FSA, MCIfA
G. N. Woodward, MA, MA

HOLDING TRUSTEES:

E. Cambridge
S.T.L. Harbottle
D.W. Hide
R.N. Bailey
Miss L. Allason-Jones
AUDITOR:

Tait Walker

